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O N  T H E  C O V E R

It's a very special month in the Avocadian community. This July
marks Avocado's first year operating as a web3 gaming guild
and DAO. We are thrilled with the leaps and bounds of progress
we have made over the last year, and to show our gratitude to
our fantastic scholars and members, we have had a month of
celebrations with tons of exciting giveaways and the most epic
prize pool, we have ever had!

A V O C A D O  D A O ' S  1 S T  B I R T H D A Y

ED I TOR ' S
NOTE

Hi Avocadians

Welcome to July's bumper birthday
edition! This month's newsletter
marks a milestone for the Avocado
family as we celebrate Avocado
DAO's first year anniversary! 

With lots of fun events and tons of
goodies on offer, we hope you are
having a great July and enjoying the
festivities.

The Avocado team is extremely
proud of its achievements, and we
are grateful to all of you for the
community spirit we have all
created together. We look forward
to another exciting year ahead!

July/2022

- AG.Melzzie
Lead Editor

We have revamped our CyBall share program, flick to the Avocadian Scoop to find out how you can benefit
from the new system. Our new spotlight session shines light on team members working within Avocado, and
our first interview is with the talented Chip Penguin, read more inside! This month, we also have some great
crypto tips and gaming insight, as well as some games and puzzles. 

Please note: This newsletter is NOT FINANCIAL ADVICE– The Information herein The Avocadian, is provided for educational, informational,
and entertainment purposes only, without any express or implied warranty of any kind, including warranties of accuracy, completeness, or
fitness for any particular purpose. The information contained in or provided from or through this newsletter is not intended to be and does not
constitute financial advice, investment advice, trading advice, or any other advice.
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A V O C A D I A N  S C O O P
by: AG.Sharon

We know that the crypto market has been tough recently, and as a result, we have revamped our CyBall share scheme
to provide better opportunities to our scholars during these difficult times. 

- Scholar share will be increased to a 50% base rate across all classes. 
- If you play for at least 2 days a week, your share will increase to a whopping 75%, and for 6+ days a week, your share
will increase to 100%!! The entire share will become yours!

To receive these enhanced rewards, you will need to cancel your CyBlocs before 6 pm PHT any day and we will change
the base share to 50% for you! In addition, when you play for 2+ days a week, you will receive your extra percentage
share as a manual payment (calculated weekly, paid to you once every 2 weeks).

We’d love to see our scholars have an even more fun-tastic CyBall experience here at Avocado DAO. Get your
CyBlocs ready for more kick-offs and greater shares! You can find more info on this in our Discord channel. 

July/2022

W H A T  E L S E  I S  N E W ?

One of the largest blockchain conferences in Asia is back in
Korea between the 7th and 14th of August, and Avocado
DAO will be there! Sir Brendino is always growing and
expanding Avocado's global presence and he will be speaking
on the future of  web3 gaming guilds within the broader
GameFi ecosystem. 

A V O C A D O  D A O  A T  K O R E A
B L O C K C H A I N  W E E K

CyBall Share System Revamped 

We have been recruiting new scholars for our Genopets
scholarship. We received over 700 applications and the
program is now underway. We are excited to bring this
opportunity to our members and to introduce new members
to this exciting move4rewards game. What better way to
keep fit than to be rewarded for your exercise!  

G E N O P E T S  S C H O L A R S H I P
N O W  F U L L !
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W H A T ' S  B E E N  H A P P E N I N G
I N  T H E  C O M M U N I T Y

Avocado aims to offer exciting opportunities for its scholars as well as
provide as much information as possible on new and upcoming games.

In addition to our birthday bonanza of goodies and SLP prizes, we also
hosted several AMAs with our partner games to share new developments,
answer questions, as well as share exclusive giveaways with our
community.

In this month's AMAs, we hosted Cross the Ages:  A card game where the
characters are based on the novel written by their own team. We learned
about the game mechanics and some upcoming alpha for the game. We
also gave away 500 whitelist spots to gain early access to their NFT card
packs

July/2022

C O M M U N I T Y  P H O T O S
by: AG.Skyy

AG.Leenz#9351

Ka2Rot#9572 has been an Avocado DAO scholar since
November 2021. He was interviewed by one of the
oldest and first leaders here in Avocado DAO. He
currently plays Axie Infinity, CyBall and is now starting
to become familiar with Genopets. Avocado DAO has
been a big help to broaden his knowledge and be
financially able. He was able to save money for his
school tuition and is now a candidate to graduate. He
was also able to buy shirts and new shoes that he can
use in his everyday life. 

Avocado AMAs and Giveaways

AG.Ka2Rot#9572

        Leenz#9351 has been a scholar since August 11,
2021, and plays Axie and CyBall. She is also a PR beta
tester, Belpy and Genopets. AG.Leenz said: Avocado
DAO was able to help me to spread knowledge of what
I have learned in the guild. I helped people as much as I
could and with what I have and I'm not expecting
anything in return. I'm happy seeing them happy.
Volunteering my time, money and energy to help
others doesn't just make the world better, it also
makes me better. 

We also joined Phantom Galaxies in a shared AMA, hosted by Luke Sillay, their Lead Community Manager, with
Brendino, Co-founder of Avocado Guild and Chip, our social media manager. 

And, we had the pleasure of talking to Kanimal Clash about the launch of the game, where we offered 10 exclusive
Kanimal NFT packs to the Avocadian community. 

Look out for our upcoming AMA with the G4AL team on their new game release, Elemental Raiders, which will take
place in early August.



T E A M  S P O T L I G H T  

Q: How did you first join Avocado?
A: I would say it's an exciting and marvelous journey
that led me to join the Avocado guild. It wasn't until
last November that I was introduced to Brendino,
Avocado's Co-founder. He introduced me to Avocado
DAO and what they were doing and trying to achieve. I
remember when Brendan showed me the old Avocado
Guild site with the old Avocado logo (which looks like
the Crash Bandicoot logo - I loved it!) with the site full
of community photos, showcasing how Avocado has
provided many opportunities to scholars and how it
changed their lives. I was attracted to the community
initiative and Brendan's commitment to the guild, and it
was at that moment that I decided to join Avocado
Guild.

I was onboarded to work on Twitter and Telegram
content, and not long after, we had our Series A
funding round and the AVG tokenization. It was a crazy
month. Everyone worked so hard, and luckily, our IDO
was a huge success. I've learned so much along the
way, and I'm happy to join this big and lovely family.

Q: What does a day in the life of Chippy, community
management, and marketing, look like?
A: My job is about the community and social media, I
look after the Avocado Guild English community, the
price chat, and the Chinese community on Telegram
and discord. I need to consider daily content posted on
Avocado's Twitter. We have also started the
Avocadude initiative, our official mascot, and recently,
he got his own Twitter account. So, the Avocadude
Twitter account acts as a medium to echo the content
on our main Twitter account in a friendly way. So,
check out our @AvocadudeAG account and give him a
follow.

Besides that, I coordinate with project partners to set
up giveaways, host the AMAs and distribute prizes to
the winners. Every day is quite hectic as I need to keep
up to date with the latest news from our partners and
the GameFi space, but I enjoy doing so!

Interview with AG.Chip Penguin
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We're going behind the scenes to showcase some of our team
members. To kick off our spotlight session, our star Avocadian
this month is the super smart and creative Chip Penguin, our
fantastic community manager, AMA host, and marketing whiz.

Q: What have you learned in your time at Avocado so
far?
A: Firstly, I learned to work smarter not harder. It's
imperative to organize your work and set a realistic
schedule. I consider ‘quality' more important than
'quantity,' and I make sure every job accomplished is of
high quality. My communication skills have also
improved significantly through coordinating with
colleagues and hosting AMAs, and I have become much
more confident.  I learn something new each day and
have gained fresh experiences, be it games or industry
knowledge.

Q. What is your advice to other scholars who want to
work in web3?
A: Crypto operates 24 hours and rarely has downtime, it
reminds me of Miller's planet in the Interstellar movie,
where one hour on the planet equals seven years on
Earth!

I would advise scholars who want to work in web3 to
stay inquisitive and never stop learning, be prepared to
accept new technology, and take one step further to try
it out. I feel that by actually experiencing it, you will gain
a deeper understanding of the space. 

I spend much of my time on Twitter to gather info and 
 web3 news. Twitter Spaces are also a good spot for
AMAs and fireside chats to hear different opinions and
alpha leaks where you can get first-hand news about
projects and protocols.

So, if you are keen on learning about crypto and web3,
then finding a platform that you enjoy is a great place to
start; Twitter, Google News or YouTube, or even TikTok. 

To conclude, my advice is to stay inquisitive, try to do it
yourself, be vigilant and always do your own research.  



Being one of the fastest growing web3 gaming guilds with over 10,000 scholars in Axie Infinity

Scholarship opportunities for Cyball, Karmaverse, Pegaxy, Elpis Battle, Wasted Lands, and now Genopets

Established as a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) 

Launched $AVG Token

On July 5, 2022, Avocado DAO celebrated its first anniversary. Looking back, it has been a momentous and
productive journey. In our first year, Avocado has made huge strides in the GameFi space, partnering with great
games, growing our scholarship programs and making a positive impact in our community. 

So far, Avocado DAO has achieved:

Recently, $AVG staking went live. As we all know, this was a much-anticipated program thereby resulting in the first
pool filling and closing within days of launching. Hence, three additional staking pools have been opened. To
continue gaining handsome rewards for $AVG holders, more staking pools will be available in the future.

A MILESTONE: AVOCADO'S
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

M O D  U P D A T E
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By AG.Demdem

 A  Y E A R  W I T H  A V O C A D O  
Avocado DAO marks its first anniversary. As part of

the celebration, a lot of amazing events with exciting

prizes await the Avocadians. One of which is the in-

house Axie Tournament with a minimum prize pool of

500,000 SLP. This is also a means of giving back to the

scholars who have been a part of Avocado’s amazing

journey.

As Avocado embarks on a new phase, we hope for the

continued support of the Avocadians. A lot of

opportunities are about to come for the scholars and

future scholars of Avocado DAO.

NOTE: The views &  opinions expressed in the Avocadian’s articles are those of the authors & do not necessarily reflect the views of Avocado DAO. 



This month's AvoArmy 

Vania sasikirana#9432
Wistern2#7553
Stoked#8968
Jobert#9725
Chay#8230
HADES#0440
5fbb285c04d1cb0019d
a0f48#8007
Orio.WR#3183
RasiMo#3383
REJAN#4147
Jarpix#3802
JIJI#1097
Luxeux#0327
Charliemac#2475

Ralph Bryan Layague#5465
SKYLIGHTTT#5029
Railgun#8662
tobleRON#8385
JU DE000#3491
Kimrain13#7907
AndrianoRomeo#0672
Avenss#5177
DeathDecay#1286
fedeeMar#4125
Gotaa#1037
Spiffy#9535
Kyura#9787
Leenz#9351
Mongrel07#2192

Mikeeel#1746
Nico1231#3153
Roriii#8963
Wahidinobi#9954
Dhonzkie16#6608
Ambroxah#7269
Ka2Rot#9572
Jerome666#5313
MarkBarcelon#3757
Mirc's#3187
QueenYuno#0568
I86#0724
Faith16#7979
Jem#4474

T H E  A V O C A D I A N July/2022

Our AvoArmy recognizes the most active and supportive members of our guild. These are scholars
who participate the most in our social channels (Discord and Telegram), join our events, webinars, and
AMAs, and ongoingly support our social media platforms (Facebook, Twitter, and Medium)

These scholars, who are appointed every month, will be given the Avocadian Army role and will get a
chance to win extra prizes to reward their contributions to the community. Starting from the 1st day to
the last day of each month, the team will be monitoring and assessing scholars who are deserving of the
title. New additions will be announced at the start of each month.

Avocado's most active and supportive members  

J U L Y ' S  A V O A R M Y By AG.Mxmx

M O D  U P D A T E
Avocado DAO has always made it its mission to be a

community first and foremost. Not only in the

blockchain gaming space but also IRL- In Real Life. 

As well as hosting a range of online events and

tournaments, we also organize IRL events that benefit

our scholars and the surrounding community.

The next event will take place in Bogor, Indonesia, and

will bring Avocado scholars and local people together

during Indonesia's Independence Day celebrations to

play2educate, support the community, as well as host

scholarship giveaways! This will help us introduce and

onboard new users to the benefits of GameFi.  More

info coming soon on our blog post and social channels!  

From Web3 to IRL Events
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C O M M U N I T Y  E V E N T S

We celebrated Avocado DAO's first birthday with an event extravaganza - With a fun-filled month of
tournaments, games and competitions, we have given away tons of goodies, including scholarships,
signed merch, and mega prize pools so that all our Avocadians have the opportunity to win!

CONTESTS, TOURNAMENTS & WINNER ANNOUNCEMENTS
by: AG.AtomArc

July/2022

Avocado Week: 5-day long event
We celebrated the first birthday of Avocado DAO with a host of events and prizes to be won—our
Avocadians engaged in interesting and entertaining activities. Through participation in this 5-day event with
daily activities, our Avocadians become connected with each other.

Six Valorant teams competed for the first spot, while
our dear Avocadians who did not play the game
watched the live streams and cheered for each team.

As fast as they could, Avocadians answered
questions about CyBall, a futuristic football-themed
tactic card game. This showed how smart and
knowledgeable they were about the game.

Mastery Monday Trivia Tuesday
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C O M M U N I T Y  E V E N T S
CONTESTS, TOURNAMENTS & WINNER ANNOUNCEMENTS

July/2022

Everyone had a great time guessing the truth or
falsehood of each Avocadian who attended the
event; it was a fun way to meet new people!

Avocadians dominated Twitter as they tweeted their
warmest messages about their experiences during
Avocado Week, with others commenting on the
tweets because they shared the same sentiments.

Wordly Wednesday Twitter Thursday

An activity that was saved for the grand finale. The
Avocadians, Avonauts, and one of the Avocado
Operatives, Ms. Sharon, shared their euphonious
voices on stage during a karaoke night. On this lovely
night, everyone was happy and jovial.

Fun-loving Friday

Winners

AG. Ren°2x 
AG. Farah 
AG. JIJI 
AG. Jarpix 
AG. QueenYuno
AG. Starlight Railgun 
AG. Kyura 
AG. KING BOB 
AG. Mikeeel 
AG. WahidinObi 
AG. Raven 
AG. Gotaa 
AG. HADES 
AG. Leenz
AG. Orio 
AG. Chay
AG. DeathDecay 
AG. Faith16 
AG. Jem 
AG. RasiMo 
AG. Asta



COMMUNITY EVENTS
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Anniversary Giveaway: 10 SLP for every day of being an Avocadian 

Winners

AG. Neko
AG. Ralphie
AG. Kross
AG. Jarpix
AG. Wahidinobi
AG. 5fbb285c04d1cb0019da0f48
AG. Ladang_Airdrop 
AG. QueenYuno
AG. Mikeeel
AG. Lalen
AG. Joemarie
AG. Anoshape 
AG. Daisy12 
AG. Denilhakim
AG. Vie 
AG. jefroxx13
AG. vernon02
AG. MarkBarcelon
AG. Returnee 
AG. fedeeMar

This was a great opportunity for Avocado to reward its scholars for their time in the community. Avocado DAO is
always attentive to the needs of our Avocadians, and it is a wonderful opportunity to take on board their ideas and
feedback for the improvement of Avocado DAO's operations for our cherished Avocadians, as it is also their
community and home.

Winners

AG. SKYLIGHTTT
AG. april
AG. Iyyou
AG. Milvuks
AG. AtomArc 
AG. Oruo.WR
AG. Ka2Rot 
AG. jolyaaa 
AG. gonzby
AG. cowcow
AG. Natsu
AG. JELO
AG. bryang1l
AG. TwoTee_12
AG. Mcpoor15
AG. FoXTRAoTH
AG. Kimnicolebaliuag01 
AG. puppy_hi 
AG. JIJI
AG. mmarifel

Winners

AG. Jem
AG. Ren°2x 
AG. Gotaa
AG. i86
AG. Marilyn
AG. Lalen 
AG. Furinkazan 
AG. ChazakYsrael 
AG. Demdem
AG. Railgun 
AG. JerryPanuelo
AG. Imaamkv
AG. mxmx
AG. DAGGER
AG. Jobert
AG. MieGoreng267(Sophiasta)
AG. RasiMo#3383 faith
AG. Damak1992
AG. charliemac
AG. HADES



 As part of the celebrations, we also received lots of heart-warming messages from our dear
Avocadians to Avocado DAO, a community that is like family and a space that feels like home 

AG. Ambroxah: Avocado DAO is the best guild. 

AG. Mirc’s: Life-changing guild.

AG. QueenYuno: Thank you avocado, I'm so grateful that I became a part of this guild!

More power to Avocado!!

AG. Jiji:  Avocado to the moooon!

AG. Avens: More Birthdays to come!!!

AG. Wistern: Always being helpful and grateful 

AG. Raven: Happy anniversary Avocado DAO, here's to more anniversaries to come and thanks

for the opportunity you give us we are forever grateful

AG. Roriii:  Thank you very much Avocado fam! Forever blessed for giving us opportunities.

AG. JenZB: Always grateful and thankful to Avocado for the opportunity

AG. Luna: Thank you for the beautiful memories ❤ 

AG. JayV: THANK YOUUUUUU AVOCADO DAO AND HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!!!

AG. Rasimo: Thank you so much Avocado Dao and God bless ❤ 

AG. Atom: Thank you for the light you shone on me during my darkest moments.

AG. Cowcow: I will  be forever grateful. 

AG. Maxinnamon: AVOCADO THE BEST!!!

COMMUNITY EVENTS
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Game Night: Song Trivia

This is an exciting game for everyone—especially music enthusiasts and lovers
among our dear Avocadians. As they sang along to the song and guessed the
artist or title, the game was filled with joy and laughter.

I'm so competitive that I want to be the first to guess the answer. It was great fun and I
want to join more!” said AG. SnakeChibi.

“I felt both pressured and excited because I'm not that good at this, but I still joined
because I want to get along with our Avocadians!” said AG. Stranger.

Winners

AG. AtomArc
AG. Ren°2x
AG. Spiffy
AG. Orio
AG. Mirc’s
AG. Gotaa



W O R D  P U Z Z L E

Axie

Kanimal Clash

Blast Royale

 

Elpis Battle

Karmaverse

Genopets

DG Pals

Cyball

Wasted Lands

Find the words below in the word search puzzle.

Help Avocadude find some of our game

partners in the scrambled word search.

There are 9 in total. Can you find them?  
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AvocadoVerse Quiz

There are 20 differences in Avocadude's

picture. Can you spot them all?

S P O T  T H E
D I F F E R E N C E



A R T W O R K S
&  A R T I S T S

Curated by  AG.Mxmx

"The Essence 

of the Beautiful 

is Unity 

in Variety."
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Artists of Avocado

     Every month we bring you some of the creations
from our talented Avocadians. July brings fresh pieces

of artwork from our community members.
 

As always, we have a mix of diverse styles that are all
equally awesome!

 
Featured this month, we have AG. Natsumo with a

very cool piece, AG.Ayhan, who has sketched an
amazing portrait, and AG.Avenss, with a wonderful

abstract style painting.  Thank you Avocadians for
sharing your artistic talents, they are all beautiful!

- AG.Natsumo

July/2022

(cont'd on page 15)

- AG.Ahyan

 Quote by
W. Somerset Maugham



- AG.Avenss

30-Day 
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W H A T ' S  N E W  I N  C R Y P T O

CRYPTO UPDATES
by: AG.Natsu & AG.ROLF

D.G.P New World Adopts V-Pet NFT Game System 
with Cute Pixel Style
Introducing an interesting NFT game and metaverse world that is presented in a pixel-style V-Pet system. D.G.P
New World was officially released on May 23, 2022. 

D.G.P New World itself will enable players to take care of D.G.Eggs. Each egg takes five days to hatch. During the
growth period, your D.G.Pal goes through multiple stages of evolution, each with interesting backstories and
unique characteristics. It is a rewarding challenge to collect all the different evolutions of D.G.Pals!



                                                       Ludena Protocol First P2E PVP RTS GAME:
Kingdom of Animal Clash
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Ludena Protocol is South Korea’s biggest GameFi social platform that will launch its first web3 title Kanimal Clash -
Kingdom of Animal Clash. 

Kanimal Clash is a PVP RTS Game - like Clash Royale- built on the Polygon blockchain. There are 32 different types of
Kanimal characters, but each character will have its own element, number of skills, and in-born stats. Kanimals
characters have special weapons, each containing different skills and battle styles: flying, long-ranging, fast-moving,
some will be bigger than others, but some will be summoned in a flock for example.

Battles, PvP, PvE, Story Mode, and More. Beat your opponent and win rewards!

Breeding is key to winning battles and tournaments. Each Kanimal has seven breed counts and can be purchased
with $WLDN (Wrapped Ludena Protocol) and $YAC (Yummy Animal Cookies) tokens as the breed count go up.
The offspring's skills and stats will vary depending on the parents.

Participate in Tournaments to win epic prizes on top of the in-game rewards.

To play this game, players need at least eight different Kanimal NFTs which can be purchased (or sold) on their NFT
Marketplace. Their new game, Kanimal Clash, has three key features:

Watch out for this game - coming soon! Brace yourself, be ready to clash! 

 

As a unique feature of the game, D.G.Eggs will be used to prepare for D.G.P Legends and other D.G.Verse features. It
will take time for your D.G.Eggs to hatch and evolve through different stages to reach their prime form. During this
evolution period, you can also learn about the various species and evolution of D.G.Pals. All D.G.Pals have  a range of
activities during the evolution process, including: 

• Visit different areas of New World Island – such as forests or beaches. 
• Carry out various activities and daily life from D.G.Pals. 
• Evolve D.G.Pals to their prime and mint to become an NFT

After minting your D.G.Pal NFTs, you are ready to take your little friends to battle other players in D.G.P Legends. In
D.G.P Legends, players can strategically set up their line-ups and battle other D.G.Pal owners. As you win matches,
your D.G.Pals will level up to unlock new talents that will boost your team's power.
The future is exciting for the D.G.Verse as the developers work tirelessly to bring interoperability to blockchain
gaming. A variety of different game modes are being developed for you to explore the world of Panterra with your
D.G.Pals. See you guys in the D.G.Verse!

D.G.P New World  cont'd  
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Pegged Currency: This refers to a currency that has a fixed exchange rate against another currency or asset,
and that will remain stable. Such as stablecoins (see below).

Satoshi: This is the smallest unit of Bitcoin. It is equal to one- hundred- millionth of Bitcoin or 0,00000001
BTC

Stablecoin: This is a cryptocurrency that is pegged against another and maintains a stable value against a
formal currency, most commonly currencies pegged against the USD, for example, USDT and BUSD are known
as stablecoins.

Ticker: The abbreviated trading symbol or name of a cryptocurrency as referred to on trading platforms is
known as a Ticker, i.e., AVG, BNB, ETH 

Altcoin: This is a term used to describe an alternative coin to Bitcoin, and has been abbreviated to Altcoin 

Anti-Money-Laundering (AML): This is a legal and regulatory framework outlining procedures to reduce and
prevent funding or transactions from illegal or undeclared activities 

Arbitrage: Utilizing and taking advantage of varying prices on the same asset in different marketplaces to buy and
sell at the most attractive price point

Know Your Customer (KYC): In compliance with KYC AML laws, this is a process that allows companies to identify
their customers and the source of their funds. 

Latency: This is the time delay between making a transaction to a network and the confirmation of that
transaction by the network. 

Ledger: This is a physical or digital file that contains a detailed, step-by-step record of the historical order of
actions or transactions, providing transparency across processes.

T R I V I A  -  G L O S S A R Y  O F  C R Y P T O  T E R M S
The Crypto world is full of technical terms, financial jargon, and phrases specific to the
industry. These are some terms you may come across as you delve into the space.



Genopets is our latest scholarship game and with lots of new scholars on board, our game leaders AG. Cello, Natsu,
Miegoreng, Mins, and Aikomato, prepared and presented a webinar to educate and answer questions about the
game

Genopets is a Move2Earn NFT Game on the Solana blockchain, where you will nurture and grow your personal
Genopet, your digital spirit animal. This combines the nurturing and evolution of Tamagotchi with the training and
battling of Pokemon in asynchronous puzzle mini games.

What is a Genopet?
A generative non-fungible token that evolves and can be upgraded and customized.
Players mint an infant Genopet for free, based on their personality. Over time, the Genopet increases in value as
players invest time and effort to augment a pet's type, battle performance, and aesthetics.

Tokenomics
Genopets have 2 different tokens, which are: 
GENE Token is fungible governance and staking token that represents ownership in the Genoverse. 
KI token is a fungible in-game reward token that you earn when you purchase a Habitat. You can use $KI to level up
your habitat NFTs, create new Habitats, refine Crystals, and craft in-game items.

Note: Players will start earning after 15 days 

Energy
Energy digitally represents your physical activity and in-game effort’s value (steps)

Why is it important? 
Level up your Genopet by converting Energy into EXP 
Harvest $KI by converting Energy into $KI Tokens with a Habitat 
Feed, groom, play, and generally keep your Genopet happy (More on Nurturing your Genopet coming soon) 
Perform battle actions (coming soon) 
Participate in PvE quests and challenges (coming soon)

Energy to EXP - How does it work? 
Steps turn into Energy which you can convert to EXP to level up your Genopets.
Note: Energy is not a token, nor is it tracked on-chain.

Habitat
A Habitat is where your Genopet lives and evolves. Habitats are procedurally generated non-fungible tokens you
purchase through the Genopets Marketplace or craft using $GENE, $KI, and Gene Crystals. In addition, Habitats boost
your EXP, unlock your ability to craft Refined Crystals directly, and earn you daily $KI. Habitats spawn unrefined
crystals of the correlating Elemental Class. Habitats can be used by players to Harvest $KI each day, using their stored
energy.
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Fire, Wood, Earth, Metal, and Water. 
Each Habitat spawns an in-game item called unrefined crystals of the respective Elemental Class 

Players can then harvest the unrefined crystals and refine them in the Habitat Laboratory,

Level 1: Habitats & Genotype Crystal Production 

Level 2: Habitats & Basic Alchemy 

Level 3: Habitats & Advanced Alchemy 

Laboratory: This is the research building that can be used to mint unrefined crystals into Refined Crystal NFTs. 
Workshop: The player combines ingredients to create new items that can be used or sold in auctions. Players must
have the ingredients and access to the crafting recipe in order to use the workshop. Below shows the increase in
production as the workshop increases levels based on the Habitat Tier. (Coming Soon!) 
Portal: Activates world map. (Coming Soon!)
Game Mechanics (Leveling Up, Crafting, Habitats, Energy)

Five Elemental Classes of Habitats 

         (i.e., Fire Habitats spawn unrefined fire crystals). 

         turning them into Genotype Crystal NFTs.

Three Levels of Habitats 

Spawn unrefined crystals daily that you can refine by using $GENE and $KI Token. Lvl 1 Laboratories provide one
crystal chamber to produce one Refined Genotype Crystal at a time.

 Spawn 2 unrefined crystals. Have two chambers to refine your unrefined crystals. You can refine two crystals at once,
and can also perform Basic Crystal Crafting. Basic Crystal Crafting, or Basic Alchemy. 

Level 3 Habitats generate 3 unrefined crystals per day. Your Laboratory boasts three crystal chambers so that you can
refine three unrefined crystals at a time, producing three Genotype Crystals. Master Basic Alchemy and begin
practicing Advanced Alchemy. 
Note: Genesis Habitats spawn unrefined crystal(s) without a native elemental type. The player must select the element
of the crystal during refinement.

Three Functional Components in Habitats

As you win EXP, your Genopet will level up. Each time it levels up, you will unlock new features and abilities that bring
you one step closer to reaching the next stage of your Genopet NFT’s evolution and the glory of its metamorphosis.

@avocadoguild

@avocadoguild

t.me/avocado_guild

discord.gg/avocadoguild

avocadodao.io

Avocado DAO is  a blockchain gaming gui ld that aims to unlock l i fe-changing opportunit ies
and rewarding experiences for  i ts  community members .
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